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Abstract
Export taxation holds a particular place within trade policy, especially so during the mer-

cantilist era. While governments tried to ensure consistent export surpluses, they would

at the same time put tariffs on those goods, possibly impeding export growth. This art-

icle quantifies export duties in Denmark and Sweden during close to a century, to ana-

lyze which intensity they had over time and which role they played within trade policy.

The article finds that these taxes were at times rather high, particularly on raw materials

partly reserved for domestic use or refinement. The fiscal dimension of export taxation

clearly played an important role as well, as revenue needs often delayed the removal of

tariffs. One conclusion is that the regulation of exports presents an interesting case of

political conflict, between promoting growth and filling state coffers.
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Introduction

Mercantilism held a tight grip on trade policy in Europe during the early modern period and,
for some countries, even during a substantial part of the nineteenth century. It was a broad set
of ideas on how the economy should be governed and regulated, where views on trade
formed an integral subset.1 While there were national differences in scope, scale and
content, mercantilist policies with regard to trade typically included broad regulations
such as tariffs, prohibitions, monopolies on long-distance trade (such as the East India com-
panies) and restrictions on foreign shipping. Since the general idea was that export surpluses
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were beneficial for economic development, most political attention was directed at limiting
the overall level of imports. Therefore, the most restrictive regulations concerned imports,
either through high tariffs or numerous prohibitions. Mercantilists were, on the other
hand, generally critical of policies and regulations that restricted domestic exports and mer-
chants’ export business.2 Despite this, several countries taxed their export commodities, and
prohibited certain exports outright, as part of their trade policies. Export tariffs were a main-
stay of mercantilism during the eighteenth century and the first decades of the nineteenth
century, particularly in European countries such as Great Britain, the Netherlands,3 Spain,
Denmark and Sweden. In several countries, they would remain in place even as these coun-
tries liberalized their trade policies during the second half of the nineteenth century.
However, the role and intensity (level) of these trade taxes has been underexplored in
much of the research on the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The main focus in the lit-
erature has been on the impact of tariff policy on the import side of the trade ledger.

This article adds to the debates on the role of tariffs in trade policy by looking at how
exports were taxed in Scandinavia from the late eighteenth century to the second half of
the nineteenth century. It does so by quantifying the tariffs on a large number of export
commodities over close to a century, from 1780 to the 1860s, when the last of these taxes
were dismantled. This brings to the forefront new tariff data that allows for an analysis of
changes over time, and comparisons between Denmark and Sweden, as well as the dif-
ferences between different types of commodities. It is found that export duties were gen-
erally higher in Sweden, where they were also fiscally more important. The fiscal
dimension was clearly important, as perceived revenue needs prevented the complete
removal of these tariffs in both countries. The article highlights a potential political con-
flict in trade taxation – between promoting export growth by lowering or completely
removing tariffs, and hence reducing costs for export business, and ensuring fiscal cap-
acity. Both countries struggled with this trade-off, although revenue needs would be
increasingly switched to imports over time.

The article is organized as follows. First, the ‘Trade policy, mercantilism, export and
tariffs’ section extends the discussion on mercantilism and the role of tariffs in trade
policy. ‘Trade policy in Scandinavia before 1870’ provides the background on trade
policy in Denmark and Sweden before 1870. ‘Data, sources and methodology’ outlines
the sources, data and methodology used to calculate the tariffs on exports in both coun-
tries. ‘Export tariffs in Denmark and Sweden, 1780–1870’ presents the results, comparing
the intensity of export tariffs in Denmark and Sweden on an aggregate level, as well as on
the commodity level. Conclusions are offered at the end of the article.

Trade policy, mercantilism, export and tariffs

Export tariffs were used in England from at least the end of the thirteenth century and
were generally a cornerstone of European mercantilist trade policies. As we shall see,

2. Douglas Irwin, Against the Tide: An Intellectual History of Free Trade (Princeton, 1996), 21.
3. Referring to the Dutch Republic before 1795, the Batavian Republic and the Kingdom of

Holland from 1795 to 1814, and the United Kingdom of the Netherlands (including
Belgium) from 1815 to 1830.
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the existence of export duties has not been exclusive to eras when mercantilism domi-
nated trade policy, but mercantilism serves as a good starting point because of its preva-
lence in the Scandinavian countries during part of this period, and because of its concern
with export-dominated trade. During the eighteenth century and first half of the nine-
teenth century, several European countries chose to tax their own exports. Around
1820, these taxes were in place in Austria-Hungary, Denmark, France (however, rarely
used), Great Britain, the Netherlands, Portugal, Russia, Spain, Sweden and
Switzerland.4 In Britain, export duties had been placed on about 200 articles during
the previous century, starting at the rate of five per cent ad valorem. The Dutch
Republic typically set all its export tariffs at a uniform and stable one per cent ad
valorem during the eighteenth century. By the late 1830s and early 1840s, tariffs were
still placed on most exports in the Netherlands, in the order of 0.5–1% ad valorem
when it was specified.5 Export taxes were gradually removed in most of Europe from
the 1840s to the 1860s. England did away with its taxes in the tariff law of 1842. In
France, they made their last appearance in 1857 and, in the Zollverein, in 1865, while
in Norway, for instance, they remained in use until the 1890s. Contrary to many
European states, the United States had prohibited the use of taxes on exports in its con-
stitution. During the late nineteenth century, export taxes were used in a few Latin
American states, such as in Chile with nitrates.6 They were also employed in some
British colonies and protectorates, such as in the Federated Malay States with tin ore,
in Nigeria and the Gold Coast (Ghana) with palm kernels, and in India with hides and
skins – in effect, in order to discriminate exports to destinations outside the British
Empire.7 Since the Second World War, export taxes have mostly been used by develop-
ing countries to tax the exportation of natural resources, although there have been excep-
tions in the twenty-first century in the form of Norway and Canada, which have at times
taxed the export of one or several commodities.

Taxes on exports have a rather peculiar place in trade policy, but perhaps mostly in
more mercantilist-minded policies. If a positive trade balance is good for growing the
riches of the nation, and a central goal is to make foreigners pay for your goods, then
why make the export trade more costly for producers and domestic merchants?8 It is gen-
erally acknowledged that the existence of export taxes will bring about a downturn in

4. Paul Bairoch, Economics and World History: Myths and Paradoxes (Hemel Hempstead,
1993), 19, Table 2.1.

5. John MacGregor, Commercial Statistics: A Digest of the Productive Resources, Commercial
Legislation, Customs Tariffs, Navigation, Port, and Quarantine Laws, and Charges,
Shipping, Imports and Exports, and the Monies, Weights, and Measures of All Nations,
Volume 1: Europe (London, 1850).

6. Richard Sicotte, Catalina Vizcarra and Kirsten Wandschneider, ‘The Fiscal Impact of the War
of the Pacific’, Cliometrica, 3, No. 2 (2009), Article 97.

7. Gorton James, ‘British Preferential Export Taxes’, American Economic Review, 14, No. 1
(1924), 56–63.

8. Economically speaking, the burden of the export tax is put on domestic producers rather than
domestic consumers, as is the case with import taxes, unless the country supplies a large share
of world exports, in which case the tax raises the world price, which will be borne by foreign
consumers.
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export volumes for the home country.9 Raising the level of existing export tariffs will
lower prices, production and trade; conversely, a decrease in or the complete removal
of export tariffs will increase prices, home production and trade growth.10 One possible
answer may lie in the fact that mercantilists were generally more in favour of promoting
the export of finished goods, manufactures and semi-refined goods, while prohibiting or
limiting the export of ‘precious minerals and raw materials’.11 Placing a high or even pro-
hibitive tariff on such commodities could be a way of making sure that a sufficient quan-
tity was kept for the domestic economy, and this was integral for domestic manufacturers
and proto-industries. Other mercantilist thinkers were in favour of the export of natural
resources in cases where they were ‘superfluous’.12

While this article is mainly concerned with the role of export tariffs in trade policy, it is
worth noting that previous research has viewed some of the Scandinavian export tariffs as
being so high as to impede higher levels of exports.13 Whenever Scandinavian eighteenth-
and nineteenth-century trade policy has been studied, export taxes have typically only
been mentioned in passing, and the main focus has always been on the import side, with
taxes and regulations, since it is here that we can analyse protectionism and the fiscal import-
ance of tariffs.14 With a few exceptions, the same goes for the international literature.15 For
the pre-twentieth-century period, there are two examples that stand out, both concerning the
workings and effects of cotton export tariffs in the Americas during the 1800s.16 From the

9. Max Corden, Trade Policy and Economic Welfare (Oxford, 1997).
10. Charles P. Kindleberger, ‘The Rise of Free Trade in Western Europe, 1820–1875’, Journal of

Economic History, 35, No. 1 (1975), 20–55.
11. Magnusson,Mercantilism, 174–82. One such view was expressed by the French thinker Jean

Bodin, who claimed that the export of ‘necessary’ goods, such as salt, wine and grains, needed
to be taxed to avoid them becoming scarce and expensive in the home country – that is, limit-
ing rather than prohibiting export. He did not foresee such tariffs as impeding French exports,
as foreigners would be willing to pay for French goods at any price. However, it should also
be noted that there was not complete agreement among mercantilist thinkers that all raw-
material exports should be discouraged.

12. Eli F. Heckscher, Merkantilismen II (Stockholm, 1931), 102–3.
13. Svend Aage Hansen, Økonomisk vækst i Danmark, Bind 1: 1720–1914 (Copenhagen, 1972);

Staffan Högberg, Utrikeshandel och sjöfart på 1700-talet: Stapelvaror i svensk export och
import 1738–1808 (Stockholm, 1969).

14. See William Scharling, Handels-og toldpolitik (Copenhagen, 1904); Henrik
Becker-Christensen, Dansk toldhistorie II: Protektionisme og reformer 1660–1814
(Copenhagen, 1988); Sven Gerentz, Kommerskollegium och näringslivet (Stockholm,
1951); Arthur Montgomery, Svensk tullpolitik 1816–1911 (Stockholm, 1921).

15. See Paul Bairoch, ‘European Trade Policy, 1815–1914’, in Peter Mathias and Sidney Pollard,
eds., The Cambridge Economic History of Europe from the Decline of the Roman Empire.
Volume 8: The Industrial Economies: The Development of Economic and Social Policies
(Cambridge, 1989); Kindleberger, ‘Rise of Free Trade’; Jeffrey G. Williamson, Trade and
Poverty: When the Third World Fell Behind (Cambridge, MA, 2011).

16. Douglas Irwin, ‘The Optimal Tax on Antebellum US Cotton Exports’, Journal of International
Economics, 60, No. 2 (2003), 275–91; Thales Zamberlan Pereira, ‘Taxation and the Stagnation
of Cotton Exports in Brazil, 1800–60’, Economic History Review, 74, No. 2 (2021), 522–45.
However, note that the US case is hypothetical since it did not actually use export tariffs.
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research we do have, it is possible to determine two main reasons why countries have chosen
to willingly tax their own exports: (1) because of revenue need, which typically, but not
always, applied to raw materials that carried low-level tariffs, and (2) to maintain a sufficient
level of the product for domestic refinement or consumption. The first is found in a variety of
cases, from seventeenth-century England to late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
Chile, British colonies during the early twentieth century, and several developing economies
after the SecondWorld War.17 An example of an exception to the rule of taxing raw-material
exports low for fiscal reasons can be found in nineteenth-century Brazil, where cotton export
tariffs could be relatively high (sufficiently high to be distortionary to some degree) but were
put in place to sustain a cash-strapped newly independent nation that largely lacked other
forms of taxation than trade taxes.18 Examples of the second reason can be found in
Scandinavia during the pre-industrial era, but have also been a feature of modern developing
economies that are rich in natural resources.19 Countries with a large share of the world pro-
duction of a specific commodity may also use their market power to set export taxes, which
effectively raises the world price of the commodity.20 Hence, while there are other more spe-
cific reasons for imposing and maintaining taxes on exports, such as the British colonial and
imperial preferential systemmentioned earlier, revenue importance and domestic need will be
the two main guiding factors when analysing how Denmark and Sweden set and used these
taxes. While there is no clear-cut definition in the literature of what constitutes ‘distortionary’
(that is, impeding trade to some extent) tariff levels, ad valorem duties at around five per cent
have been mentioned as ‘non-distortionary’.21 Denmark typically put ‘prohibitive’ tariffs at
24 per cent ad valorem, while Sweden would put them at 40 or 50 per cent. Hence, duties
at around five per cent would distort trade flows to a low degree, while levels of at least
above 20 per cent could be considered a noticeable or even large policy intervention. This
leaves room for interpretation, as we will find quite a large number of commodities carrying
duties of between 5 and 20 per cent.

Trade policy in Scandinavia before 1870

The Danish and Swedish trade policies during the first half of the eighteenth century were
quite similar, with a generally restrictive import policy consisting of numerous prohibi-
tions and high tariffs. Several sectors received protection from foreign competition with

17. See Ronald Findlay and Kevin O’Rourke, Power and Plenty: Trade, War, and the World
Economy in the Second Millennium (Princeton, 2007); Sicotte, Vizcarra and
Wandschneider, ‘Fiscal Impact’; James, ‘British Preferential Export Taxes’;
A. U. Santos-Paulinho, ‘Trade Liberalisation and Export Performance in Selected
Developing Countries’, Journal of Development Studies, 39, No. 1 (2002), 140–64.

18. Pereira, ‘Taxation’.
19. Aage Rasch, Dansk toldpolitik: 1760–1797 (Aarhus, 1955); Högberg, Utrikeshandel;

Shantayanan Devarajan, Delfin Go and Mauric Schiff, ‘The Whys and Why Nots of Export
Taxation’, The World Bank, Policy Research Working Paper 1684 (1996), http://documents.-
worldbank.org/curated/en/895731468740209055/The-whys-and-why-nots-of-export-taxation

20. Irwin, ‘Optimal Tax’.
21. Findlay and O’Rourke, Power and Plenty, 249.
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the mercantilist aim of developing domestic manufactures. One difference between the
countries was that Denmark taxed some luxuries lower, such as fine foreign clothing –
commodities that at the same time were banned from import into Sweden.22 Denmark
also taxed its exports slightly lower overall, but, during the eighteenth century, several
important raw materials were banned from export, such as timber, copper and wool.23

Both countries’ trade policies remained stable over time overall, but started to diverge
as the century drew to a close.

The processes of trade policy liberalization started quite early in Denmark compared
to the rest of Europe. In 1788, the country’s grain trade was freed from prohibitions but
put under a tariff. The year 1797 marked the introduction of the tariff law, which has
become almost synonymous with Danish trade policy and laid the foundations of it
for years to come. It notably cut many import tariff rates and removed several import
prohibitions. Danish duties were then increased in three steps during the Napoleonic
Wars in order to adjust for inflation and raise revenue for the war effort. In the first
post-war tariff law of 1816, Denmark initiated an era of agricultural protection when
high import tariffs were put on cheese, butter, grains, pork and beef. Most of these
tariffs were lowered over time and were eventually removed with the tariff law of
1863. The one exception was the import tariff on cheese, which remained at a protec-
tionist level throughout the 1870s.24 The 1840s generally saw a wave of liberalization
once again, where tariffs on the import of machines and porcelain were cut in 1844 and
the import ban on refined sugar was removed, and the import duty on coal was reduced
by half in 1847.25 Furthermore, the import of unprocessed grains was made completely
duty-free in 1846. Eventually, the last import prohibitions in Denmark disappeared in
1847.26

In Sweden, there were numerous trade bans and tariffs were high by the beginning of
the 1780s. Some tariffs were lowered slightly during the comparatively more liberal times
of the Napoleonic Wars, but the protectionist base of the trade policy was not removed.27

In 1816, tariffs were increased to make up for the fact that the rates had effectively
dropped with the previous war inflation. Import tariffs remained relatively high and
stable during the 1820s, and iron, forestry and agriculture were protected. The protection
of textiles was somewhat alleviated and tariffs on forestry imports decreased in 1826. The
most notable change of the 1830s was that the number of goods that were banned from
import decreased from 119 to 40 in 1835. This number then gradually decreased until
1854, when only four import prohibitions remained. Among these liberalized goods
were many that did not make a big difference to the overall import structure, such as

22. Becker-Christensen, Dansk toldhistorie II; Gerentz, Kommerskollegium.
23. Rasch, Dansk toldpolitik, 308.
24. Ingrid Henriksen, Markus Lampe and Paul Sharp, ‘The Strange Birth of Liberal Denmark:

Danish Trade Protection and the Growth of the Dairy Industry since the Mid-Nineteenth
Century’, Economic History Review, 65, No. 2 (2012), 776.

25. Kjeld Winding, Frihandelsproblemet i Danmark 1855–1863: En undersøgelse af
1863-tariffens tilblivelse (Copenhagen, 1959), 18–19.

26. Scharling, Handels-og toldpolitik, 261.
27. Montgomery, Svensk tullpolitik.
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iron goods, which would only be imported in small quantities anyway, but many fine tex-
tiles, cloth and articles of clothing saw an increase in imports in Sweden in the 1830s and
1840s due to the lifted bans.28 Import tariffs remained quite stable overall until 1854,
when the Swedish trade policy was truly made more liberal. Tariffs were cut almost
across the board, mainly on agriculture, textiles, forestry and metals, which effectively
removed any of the protectionism that remained in these sectors. Several items, such
as grains, dairy, flax, hemp and wool, were made completely duty-free, which was a
radical political move from a Swedish historical perspective. The average import tariff
fell from around 30 per cent ad valorem in 1853 to just over 10 per cent between 1857
and 1860.

Data, sources and methodology

The tariffs have been calculated as ad valorem equivalents following the example in
Henriksen, Lampe and Sharp’s 2012 study, ‘The Strange Birth of Liberal Denmark’,
meaning that the nominal duties are divided by the price of each commodity. All of
the major tariff revisions have been included, which were usually undertaken more
often in Sweden than in Denmark. Danish tariff revisions, including export duties,
were made in 1768, 1797, 1803, 1806, 1809, 1816, 1823, 1838, 1844 and 1850 (and
1863). Swedish revisions of export tariffs were undertaken in 1782, 1799, 1816, 1818,
1822, 1824, 1826, 1830, 1835, 1841, 1845, 1848, 1851, 1854, 1857, and 1860.29

Tariffs were usually denoted as specific rates in both countries – that is, per weight,
volume or number of units. Where a tariff is noted as ad valorem directly (quite uncom-
mon with exports), that figure has been used without any alteration. Where the aggregate
tariffs are presented, the unweighted mean has been used. The duties denoted here strictly
concern maritime trade as exports by land rarely occurred in the Swedish case; they only
really involved a small number of commodities traded with Norway, which were gener-
ally duty-free anyway. In the Danish case, there were slightly larger trade flows to the
south, to the duchies of Schleswig and Holstein (considered domestic or intra-realm
trade until the Second Schleswig War in 1864) and the Germanic states, but this trade
carried other, generally lower duties and was non-existent for many exports. Because
of the division of political and economic power within the Scandinavian kingdoms,
the tariffs studied here apply to Denmark and Norway before 1813 and to Sweden and
Finland before 1809. After these years, the trade policy regulations affected only
Denmark and Sweden.30

Few commodities which were prohibited for export were produced in any higher
volumes, other than pig iron and iron ore (see number of commodities prohibited for

28. Montgomery, Svensk tullpolitik.
29. Most of these revisions were done during the calendar year and were set to take effect on 1

January the following year. In the calculations, the changes are hence made the year after each
revision (unless stated otherwise in the original source).

30. The tariffs for Danish foreign trade do not include the duchies of Schleswig and Holstein,
which set their own trade taxes. Sweden and Norway were joined in a union from 1814,
but Norway had freedom in trade policy and set its own duties on imports and exports.
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export in Table 1).31 Here, it mainly concerns the Swedish export of pig iron, which was
officially banned until 1857 (although it was exported from 1817 to Finland exclusively).
Since banned goods were placed under a tariff, to be paid in the event that the King
granted a license to trade in those goods, that tariff level has been used during the
years when the export of pig iron was officially prohibited. Based on the official trade
statistics, it seems as though exceptions to export prohibitions were rarely, if ever,
granted. The export of pig iron to Finland was one such exception but it was bound by
preferential trade agreements and did not carry a high tariff.

Re-exports have been completely excluded from the analysis. One reason for this is that
they very rarely had a tariff and therefore worked under different regulations and rules than
domestic exports. Re-exports were, however, occasionally of great significance for the two
Scandinavian countries during the period. Swedish re-exports boomed during both the
Napoleonic Wars and the Crimean War (but more so during the former than the latter).
The only two Swedish re-exports that had a tariff were sugar and tobacco, which was
set at a fixed rate of 0.25% ad valorem for both (between 1782 and 1826, being duty-free
thereafter). Denmark re-exported sugar and rum from its Caribbean colonies and sometimes
in large quantities, such as during the height of the Napoleonic Wars in 1805–1814.32

The Danish and Swedish duties on exports (and imports, although not presented here)
have been collected from different sources. The first Danish tariff revisions (of 1762,
1768 and 1797) have been taken from Aage Rasch’s work on Danish trade policy.33

They have been complemented by examining the original tariff lists from 1762 and
1797.34 The duties then increased in three steps during the Napoleonic Wars, across
the board – by 12.5% in 1803, 12.5% again in 1806, and then 50 per cent in 1809.35

The two consecutive tariff laws (of 1816 and 1823) have been taken from primary
sources.36 For the years 1838 and 1844, the duties have been calculated from the
export quantities and customs revenue in the official Danish trade statistics.37 The last
two revisions have been taken from secondary, but contemporary, cross-country

31. Lennart Schön,Historiska nationalräkenskaper för Sverige: Industri och hantverk 1800-1900
(Lund, 1988).

32. In Denmark, an ‘export bounty’ was placed on some re-exports from the colonies. This seems
to have been done from the 1760s until the middle of the 1790s. See Klas Rönnbäck,
Commerce and Colonisation: Studies of Early Modern Merchant Capitalism in the
Atlantic Economy (Gothenburg, 2009), 85–6, 97, Table 3.2. The re-export of rum had a
1.25% ad valorem tariff in 1762 but this had been removed by 1797.

33. Rasch, Dansk toldpolitik, 320–44.
34. Forordning angaande Told-væsendet med Tarif over hvad udi told, consumtion, og accise af

ind- og udførende vahre, udi Danmark og Norge skal betales, Fredensborg slot, 17 May 1762;
Forordning om tolden og kiobstæd-consumtionen i Danmark og Norge, Kiøbenhavn, 1
February 1797.

35. Becker-Christensen, Dansk toldhistorie II, 531–7.
36. Schule Theodor Thorbrøgger, Tarif for tolden i Danmark, saaledes som den, efter de seneste

anordninger erlaegges i Rigsbankpenge rede sølv (Copenhagen, 1816); Schule Theodor
Thorbrøgger, Tarif for tolden i Danmark, saaledes som den, efter de senaste anordninger
erlaegges i Rigsbankpenge rede sølv (Copenhagen, 1823).

37. Statistics Denmark, Udenrigshandel, skibsfart og handelsflåde, 1838, 1844.
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investigations of tariff rates.38 The Swedish sources are, in a way, more straightforward,
where all of the tariffs concerning foreign trade were noted in the collection of laws and
regulations by the King, and later the government. All of the duties have therefore been
collected directly from these sources.39

As far as possible, I have tried to calculate ad valorem equivalents using
national market scale prices or approximations thereof. Price notations in Stockholm
on iron and steel, other than bar iron and alum, have been used to approximate the
Swedish national prices. The goal has been to use Danish prices for Danish exports
and Swedish prices for Swedish exports.40 Due to data limitations, this has not always
been possible, and they are therefore complemented by international price data.41

Export tariffs in Denmark and Sweden, 1780–1870

Denmark and Sweden were similar in the sense that export tariffs remained in use until
the 1860s, but, as can be seen in Table 1, Sweden placed prohibitions on a large number
of export goods at the beginning of the period. Most of these were of minor importance in
terms of domestic production, but some were commodities with sizeable production
volumes and would remain prohibited until the late 1850s – most notably, iron ore and
pig iron.42 More than half of the rest of the individual export prohibitions before 1826
were minor forestry goods. Denmark would generally put tariffs on a smaller number
of exports, which indicates that more goods were exported completely duty-free.43 The

38. MacGregor, Commercial Statistics; Otto Hübner, Die Zolltarife aller Länder gesammelt,
übersetzt, geordnet (Iserlohn, 1866).

39. From 1782 to 1822, the Kongliga placat, resolut, och förordningar; thereafter, the Svensk
Författningssamling (SFS).

40. Astrid Friis and Kristof Glamann, A History of Prices and Wages in Denmark: 1660–1800
(London, 1958); Svend Aage Hansen, Økonomisk vækst i Danmark, Bind 2: 1914–1970
(Copenhagen, 1974); Hans Christian Johansen, Danmarks historie, Bind 9: Dansk
økonomisk statistik 1814–1980 (Copenhagen, 1985); Jens Christensen, Landbostatistik:
Håndbog i dansk landbohistorisk statistik 1830–1900 (Copenhagen, 1985); Rolf Adamson,
De svenska järnbrukens storleksutveckling och avsättningsinriktning 1796–1860
(Gothenburg, 1963); Lennart Jörberg, A History of Prices in Sweden 1732–1914, Volume
1: Sources, Methods, Tables (Lund, 1972).

41. Gregory Clark, ‘The Condition of the Working Class in England, 1209–2004’, Journal of
Political Economy, 113, No. 6 (2005), 1307–40; Giovanni Federico and Antonio
Tena-Junguito, ‘World Trade, 1800–1938: A New Data-Set’, WP (2016) .

42. The volume of mined iron ore was about three times that of bar iron from 1800 to 1870. Pig
iron had about 40 per cent higher domestic production than bar iron during the same period.
See Lennart Schön, Historiska nationalräkenskaper för Sverige: Industri och hantverk 1800–
1980 (Lund, 1988) .

43. Unfortunately, it has not been possible to calculate the exact total number of duty-free Danish
exports from 1797 to the 1840s because all sources list them as ‘the rest’ without detailing
them. Hence, it is not possible to know the total number of export commodities in the
tariff lists (taxed + prohibited + duty-free). The number in 1800 is the number of duty-free
exports from 1768 plus grains and related commodities. The number of about 390 duty-free
exports in 1816 and 1826 has been assumed based on later estimates.
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number of prohibitions is listed as zero after 1797 in the Danish case, but a caveat is that
grains were banned from export in certain months of the year at the end of the 1790s and
in the early 1800s because of poor harvests and harsh winters.44 However, the number of
goods that were taxed does not reveal a lot about the overall level of taxation. The number
of commodities in the tariff rolls also depended on the degree of aggregation – for
instance, whether different types of fabric and clothing were listed as one item or were
separated by size, colour or quality. It is this type of change that largely explains the
increasing number of export items from 1816 to 1826 in Sweden.

We can observe some changes from Table 1, with one of the most notable being the
growth in duty-free Swedish exports during the late 1820s and 1830s. The 1826 revision
removed a large number of prohibitions on forestry exports, and also introduced a smaller
number of duty-free exports for the first time. This can be seen as a continuation of a con-
scious export-promoting policy, which began in 1816 after interests in the forestry sector
lobbied the government for an alleviation of their tariff burden (see the ‘Export tariffs by
commodity in Sweden’ section below). The tariff law of 1835 would then increase the
number of duty-free goods more than tenfold. The Danish tariff law was generally stipu-
lating a larger number of exports with zero tariffs at the end of the Napoleonic Wars,
therefore being two decades earlier than Sweden in this regard. The taxation structure
in the two countries then looked more similar during the 1840s and 1850s, before the
last of the export duties were finally removed in 1863 in Denmark and 1860 in Sweden.

The remainder of this section will deal with the Danish and Swedish export duties
themselves, providing a sample of each country’s export basket from 1780 to 1870.45

Measured as ad valorem equivalents, the average Danish export tariffs were not at a
high level during this period, never exceeding eight per cent. Export duties had been
cut somewhat in the tariff law of 1797 but this did not denote a radical downward
push overall. This revision set the rather mercantilist standard of putting lower tariffs
on products with a higher degree of refining, some of which were even exported com-
pletely duty-free. Meanwhile, raw materials, like timber, unfinished metals and food,
carried higher duties. Certain raw materials destined for industrial use, such as wool
and flax, were given lower tariffs.46 According to Rasch, the 1797 revision put more
focus on fiscal concerns than previous iterations, also pertaining to exports.47 Levels

44. Becker-Christensen, Dansk toldhistorie II, 499–500.
45. It has been difficult to compare official Danish export data, but from trade figures in 1851 we

can see that the present sample of tariffs made up about 80 per cent of the total export value.
Larger missing export commodities before 1815 are Norwegian and Icelandic fish (for
instance, split cod, which was taxed at very low levels from 1780 to 1830 at between 0.5
and two per cent ad valorem), as well as Danish spirits (which seem to have been exported
completely duty-free throughout the period). In the Swedish case, the tariff sample represents
85–90 per cent of the total domestic export value between 1780 and 1805 (herring represents
the largest part of the rest, with, on average, nine per cent of the total). Between 1830 and
1860, the sample represents about 85 per cent of the total domestic export value (compared
to figures in the national accounts), with the missing percentages for the largest part compris-
ing textile and paper exports.

46. Rasch, Dansk toldpolitik, 270.
47. Rasch, Dansk toldpolitik, 270.
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decreased between 1810 and 1814 due to war-induced inflation, which was higher than
the increase in nominal tariff rates. Specific tariffs were immediately increased once
peace was restored, meaning a peak was reached in 1822–1823. Export duties were
then significantly lowered in two steps with the tariff laws of 1823 and 1838 – especially
with the latter. From 1839 to 1860, export tariffs circled at around one per cent ad
valorem, but most commodities were exported completely duty-free. From 1839,
tariffs were only levied on livestock, hides, wool, timber (until 1844) and gar copper
(from 1845).48 Because of their low ‘non-distortionary’ levels, these remaining tariffs
can be interpreted as being in place almost exclusively due to fiscal concerns.49 The
last of the export duties were removed with the new tariff law in 1863.

One of the reasons why tariffs on certain commodities remained for so long was fiscal.
By 1857, it was estimated that the complete elimination of export duties would have
removed about 340,000 Danish kroner from the treasury, which was little compared to
the close to 14 million Danish kroner brought in by taxes on imports, but enough to
be a concern for lawmakers.50 Between 1820 and 1860, the customs revenue from
exports fluctuated between 250,000 and 400,000 Danish kroner in nominal terms.51

Compared to Denmark, Swedish export duties were at a higher level at the beginning
of the period, starting off at over 20 per cent ad valorem. Even though rates fell until
1815, mostly due to increasing prices, the overall level was comparatively high. One
reason for this is that certain exports carried very high duties – over 10 per cent of the
export price on commodities such as bar iron, pitch and tar.52 With the tariff law of
1818, many rates were cut, meaning the average ad valorem tariff fell from 13 to 7 per
cent. With three consecutive tariff laws (1835, 1841 and 1845), export duties were
further lowered or removed completely, meaning that from 1846 the average export
tariff was only at 0.1% ad valorem. The only significant export tariff that remained
until the 1860s was on copper, while the tariff on the consistently biggest export – bar
iron – was removed in 1857.

Just as in Denmark, the reason why export tariffs were kept in place for so long in
Sweden was largely fiscal. Between 1783 and 1815, exports made up on average 25
per cent of total customs revenue, and from 1816 to 1841, exports stood for about 15
per cent (but it was markedly lower thereafter, at below two per cent). In particular,
the potential removal of the bar iron tariff caused some headaches for lawmakers, as it
was still seen as fiscally important in the late 1830s (see the ‘Export tariffs by commodity

48. In the sample presented here. Tariffs were also in place on commodities such as animal bones,
scrap iron and raw copper. However, these were minor exports overall.

49. This point was argued by Wilhelm Sponneck in Om toldvæsen i almindelighed og det danske
toldvæsen i særdeleshed (Copenhagen, 1840). Sponneck worked in the Danish customs
service while writing this. He would be appointed Minister of Finance in 1848.

50. Winding, Frihandelsproblemet, 193–4.
51. Calculated from export quantities and nominal tariffs from 1818. Unfortunately, there is no

consistent trade data on an annual, or even less frequent, basis before that year. The occasional
export quantity can be found in Mendel Levin Nathanson, Danmarks handel, skibsfart,
penge- og finantsvæsen fra 1730 til 1830, vol. 2 (Copenhagen, 1833).

52. When the Swedish export tariff is weighted by export shares, the average rate is lower.
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in Sweden’ section below). The last of the Swedish export tariffs were removed with the
tariff revision of 1863, which took effect the following year, meaning that tariffs were put
at zero mainly on copper, pig iron, iron ore and some forestry goods of minor importance
(Figure 1).

Export tariffs by commodity in Denmark

Export duties on, cows (including oxen) and horses were high at the beginning of the
period, where the government argued that the high tariffs were a way of limiting
exports and maintaining a sufficient level for the domestic market.53 However, it has
also been argued that these tariffs were fiscal in nature, in practice bringing in a large
share of the total customs revenue from exports.54 These commodities would bring in
decent amounts of customs revenue after the tariff rates were increased at the end of
the Napoleonic Wars. Duties were lowered by a third in 1823, meaning that export
revenue dropped. The level of the tariff before 1800 and between 1818 and 1824
could have been high enough to be export-limiting, particularly in relation to the fact
that the Danish typically set ‘prohibitive’ export duties at 24 per cent ad valorem
before 1797 (Figure 2).

Grain export tariffs were strictly fiscal throughout the period, at no more than 2.5% ad
valorem at any time. They were set at zero in 1797, but were reinstated with the onset of
the Napoleonic Wars, although they quickly lost their meaning due to rampant inflation

Figure 1. Average Danish and Swedish export tariffs, 1780–1870.
Source. See ‘methodology’ section.

53. Hansen, Økonomisk vækst i Danmark, BD1.
54. Rasch, Dansk toldpolitik . This had been the case also earlier in the eighteenth century, where

customs revenue from oxen and horse exports had made up about 10 per cent of total customs
revenue. See Nathanson, Danmarks handel.
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with quickly increasing grain prices.55 After the Wars, they were completely removed
once again, partly as a government package to alleviate agricultural recession; they
were not reintroduced during the period of this study (Figure 3).56

Figure 2. Danish export tariffs on live animals, 1780–1870.
Source. See ‘methodology’ section.

Figure 3. Danish export tariffs on grains, 1780–1870.
Source. See ‘methodology’ section.

55. Nathanson, Danmarks handel.
56. Hansen, Økonomisk vækst i Danmark, BD1.
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For the other agricultural goods – dairy and meat – the overall picture varies between
the individual goods over time. The cheese tariff was increased in 1797 but still kept at a
moderate level. The duties on beef and pork, and butter to some extent, were raised quite
markedly in 1816 and remained at close to 10 per cent for the next decade. Dairy tariffs
were then removed in 1824, while the meat tariffs were kept at low levels until the tariff
revision of 1838 (Figure 4).

Forestry commodities (especially timber) were mostly exported from Norway before
1814.57 This tariff was rather high before the revision of 1797, which cut it in half. The
duty remained in place up until the tariff law of 1844, and was at a moderately high level
before the revision of 1838. Tar and pitch were minor export commodities, where the
pitch tariff was similarly cut in half in 1797. Both duties were then removed in 1816
(Figure 5).

Export duties on relatively large export commodities such as hides and wool were kept
up until 1863, although at moderately low rates before they were removed, particularly
for the latter. Having high export volumes, these two commodities also brought in a
fair amount of customs revenue. Together with livestock, they were the two most fiscally
important exports during the first half of the nineteenth century. A perceived revenue
need has been deemed as a motive for these duties being only completely removed rela-
tively late in the period.58 Bar iron was an important export only during the Denmark-
Norway era before 1814 before 1814, which makes the increase in the tariff in 1816
somewhat confusing. Some amounts of train oil were also exported from Iceland and
Greenland (Figure 6).

Figure 4. Danish export tariffs on dairy and meat, 1780–1870.
Source. See ‘methodology’ section.

57. Hans Christian Johansen, ‘Scandinavian Shipping in the Late Eighteenth Century in a
European Perspective’, Economic History Review, 45, No. 3 (1992), 479–93.

58. Sponneck, Om toldvæsen.
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Export tariffs by commodity in Sweden

Because of a higher degree of export concentration and a more simplified general export
structure, Swedish export duties can more easily be divided into three main categories:
iron and other metals, grains and forestry. First, bar iron was a large enough export

Figure 5. Danish export tariffs on forestry goods, 1780–1870.
Source. See ‘methodology’ section.

Figure 6. Danish export tariffs on miscellaneous goods, 1780–1870.
Source. See ‘methodology’ section.
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commodity to make up a relatively large share of the total customs revenue by itself. This
figure was close to 20 per cent before 1800, but even when the duty was cut in 1816, it
made up close to ten per cent. Even as late as the 1830s, bar iron brought in about half a
million Swedish krona in revenue – close to 10 per cent of the total customs revenue.
There were several debates in parliament and the government throughout the period on
how to deal with the conflict between fiscal concerns and export promotion –mostly con-
cerning bar iron as the single largest export item. This was the case in 1782, when the
tariff commission preparing the new duties voiced the possibility of lowering the bar
iron export tax in order to be able to better compete with the cheaper Russian bar iron
in the British market, but it quickly came to the conclusion that the subsequent loss of
state income that this would entail would not be acceptable.59 When the tariff was
lowered in 1816, the loss of revenue had to be compensated for by the increased taxation
of ‘luxury’ imports (such as sugar, coffee and wine). Even as late as 1839, when there
were renewed debates on the removal of the bar iron export duty, fiscal concerns were
raised as a reason to keep the tariff at least at a low revenue-creating level.60 The
copper export tax was relatively high before 1800, but was never singled out by law-
makers as particularly important. For the rest of the period, metal tariffs were kept at
low non-distortionary levels, at below four per cent ad valorem (Figure 7).

Similarly to the Danish situation, Sweden taxed its grain exports at low rates during
most of the period. Oats carried a higher tariff in practice because lawmakers did not
adjust the nominal rate to account for a lower commodity price compared to other
grains. Increasing prices lowered the rates before 1815, while they were raised in the
first post-war revision of 1816. Swedish grain exports experienced a modest increase
towards the end of the 1820s, after which the duties were first cut in 1826 and then com-
pletely removed in the 1830 revision (Figure 8).

Swedish export duties on forestry goods were very high before the Napoleonic Wars,
particularly on timber, at around 100 per cent ad valorem, but also on battens, at between
30 and 40 per cent ad valorem. The duties on tar and pitch were lower but still relatively
high compared to some other goods, at between 10 and 15 per cent ad valorem.
According to Högberg, forestry export taxes were high enough to have had a detrimental
effect on export volumes.61 Reductions were especially made to the rates on battens and
timber in 1816, when the government argued that the change would yield an increase in
exports ‘without depleting the forests’.62 The duties put in place for forestry commodities
were a type of quantitative restriction in order to keep domestic supplies steady.63 These
arguments were hence similar to those made in Denmark regarding the export of live-
stock. The change in 1816 came about after export interests, mainly from the forestry

59. Åke Essén, Johan Liljencrantz som handelspolitiker: Studier i Sveriges yttre handelspolitik
1773–1786 (Lund, 1928), 223–4. Essén (1928, 224) further stated: ‘the argument shows
how, to such a high degree, despite all the principal declarations, they had to consider the
tariff as a source of income’ (my translation).

60. Montgomery, Svensk tullpolitik, 49.
61. Högberg, Utrikeshandel, 102.
62. Montgomery, Svensk tullpolitik, 12.
63. Högberg, Utrikeshandel, 102–3.
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and metallurgy sectors, had lobbied the government for a cut in tariffs, arguing that they
had suffered from the drop in exports during the Napoleonic Wars and that their tariff
burden was too high. Duties on timber were still at close to 20 per cent by 1830, and
so were cut further in three steps in 1830, 1835 and 1841. Some revenue was created

Figure 7. Swedish export tariffs on metals, 1783–1870.
Source. See ‘methodology’ section.

Figure 8. Swedish export tariffs on grains, 1783–1870.
Source. See ‘methodology’ section.
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by forestry exports, but it was still moderate compared to that from bar iron. Tar and pitch
decreased in importance as exports with the resumption of peace after the Napoleonic
Wars and as a result of the loss of Finland, which had made up a significant share of
this export market, and so the government tried to promote exports with lower duties
in 1816 (Figure 9).

This section ends with a comparison of when export taxes were removed in the two
countries. In general, Denmark was earlier in removing duties, which was partly a
result of the revision of 1797, which has been deemed radical relative to the Swedish
trade policy of the time.64 The share of duty-free exports was also higher in Denmark
at an earlier stage than in Sweden (see also Table 1). Then, after about 1836, the countries
look more similar, with gradual removals across the ensuing tariff laws. In both countries,
large exports that were considered fiscally important remained taxed for the longest –
livestock, hides and wool in Denmark, and bar iron in Sweden (Table 2).

Conclusions

Denmark and Sweden chose to tax their own exports, to varying degree and with varying
intensity, all the way up until the 1860s. In both countries, these duties were removed in
several steps from 1817 to 1863. In general, Sweden was later in making exports com-
pletely duty-free; before 1826, all exports were taxed at some level. Duty-free exports
made up the majority of goods only from 1836. Most commodities were taxed at low,
‘non-distortionary’ levels at around five per cent ad valorem, but some tariffs were set

Figure 9. Swedish export tariffs on forestry goods, 1783–1870.
Source. See ‘methodology’ section.

64. Eli Heckscher, Sveriges ekonomiska historia från Gustav Vasa. D. 2, Det moderna Sveriges
grundläggning, halvbd 2 (Stockholm, 1949).
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higher, either for the explicit reason of keeping export volumes down and maintaining a
sufficient supply for domestic consumption or refining. Other goods were taxed mainly
for fiscal reasons, and these were also some of the goods that would remain under a
tariff for the longest time, such as with bar iron in Sweden and hides and wool in
Denmark. While exports were fiscally more important in Sweden, it was also argued
in Denmark that removing export duties would create revenue difficulties.

It is more difficult to see any major distinction between raw materials and goods of
higher refinement, since the export baskets of both countries were still dominated by
raw materials during this period.65 In Sweden, iron manufactures (and semi-finished
iron) and more finished textiles were taxed at low rates before they were made duty-free,
but so were certain raw materials, such as brass and grains. Hence, we cannot see a con-
sistent mercantilist policy of wanting to keep raw materials in the home country while
promoting more industrial exports.

While this article has not been primarily concerned with the connection between tariffs
and export growth, we can note that the removal of duties on what would later become
some of the largest exports occurred fairly early – such as with grains in 1797 and dairy in
1823 in Denmark, and grains in 1830 and forestry in 1841 in Sweden – hence preceding
export growth in both countries.66 The question is, of course, whether exports grew once
the tariffs were reduced or when they were removed completely.

Taxes on exports occupy an interesting place in trade policy, particularly in a mercan-
tilist setting where export surpluses were always desirable. In an environment and at a
time where states often found themselves cash-strapped and means of taxation were

Table 2. Year of removal of export tariffs.

Commodity Denmark (Year) Sweden (Year)

Grains 1817 1831

Bar iron 1839 1857

Copper 1863 1864

Iron manufactures 1839 1846

Tar and pitch 1817 1846

Forestry 1845 1842

Dairy 1824 1836

Meat 1839 1836

Livestock 1863 1836

Beer 1839 1836

Textiles 1863 1836

Source. See ‘methodology’ section.

65. In Denmark, this figure was still 90 per cent in 1860, and in Sweden 75 per cent. See Federico
and Tena-Junguito, ‘World Trade’.

66. In 1851, grains made up over 60 per cent and dairy 5 per cent of the total export value in
Denmark. In Sweden, grains had increased to constitute over 20 per cent of total exports in
the 1850s, and forestry 15–20 per cent.
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generally lacking, fiscal concerns would often prevail when it came to regulating trade –
even exports. Even when Denmark moved to a more free-trade-oriented regime after
1797, revenue needs concerning export commodities still existed, although to a lesser
degree. Fiscal motives would, in effect, delay export liberalization in both Denmark
and Sweden, although with different timings. This highlights an interesting potential pol-
itical conflict in trade taxation between filling the state coffers and wanting to promote
export development. Governments would often choose the former, but whether export
taxes actually hindered export growth is a question for further research.
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